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October 7, 1999
Hal Varian, University of California - Berkeley
Five Forces in the Network Economy

October 14, 1999
Elliot Soloway, University of Michigan
Schools Don’t Want Technology, Schools Want Curriculum

November 4, 1999
Eva Tardos, Cornell University
Approximation Algorithms for Some Clustering and Classification Problems

December 2, 1999
David Tennenhouse, DARPA
Proactive Computing

Lectures To Be Presented at 3:30 P.M. in 110 Kane Hall, Followed By A Reception In The Walker-Ames Room. All Lectures Will Be Videotaped For Future Viewing On UWTV, And Will Be Broadcast LIVE Via The Internet. The DISTINGUISHED LECTURER SERIES Is Sponsored By Our Industrial Affiliates and The Graduate School Fund For Excellence and Innovation. For Further Information: http://www.cs.washington.edu/